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ABSTRACT

Frequently, high-power pulsed ion cyclotron range of fre-
quency experiments arc limited by breakdown at (he vacuum
feedthrough. This paper describes the development and test-
ing of vacuum feedthroughs to increase both reliability and
capability. The ultimate goal of the program is to develop a
continuous-wave feedthrough for the next generation of
fusion experiments. A feedthrough concept currently under
investigation consists of a simple, cylindrical alumina
ceramic brazed between tapered coaxial conductors. A pro-
totype has been tested to voltage levels in excess of 100 kV
for 100-ms pulses and 70 kV for 5-s pulses at 28 MHz.
Insertion-voltage-standing-wave ratios are <1.15:1 for fre-
quencies below 450 MHz. An upgraded water-cooled version
being fabricated for use on TEXTOR will be described.

INTRODUCTION

Radio frequency (rf) heating of fusion plasmas in the ion
cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) is now being widely
applied to fusion experiments around tbe world.'"3 It is
currently envisioned that fusion reactors will use this method
to supplement oiimic heating and neutral beam heating.
Power levels are now in the multimegawatt range where
state-of-the-art '.echniqurs must be used to handle high volt-
ages and currents at radio frequencies. The barrier between
the pressurized transmission line and the evacuated
transmission line is a particularly crucial component because
its failure affects not only the rf system but also the entire
machine vacuum integrity in many circumstances. This com-
ponent has also been the weak link in voltage handling for
some contemporary puised experiments. Tbe potential prob-
lems at the feedthrough are compounded by operation
approaching steady-state, as wiii be encountered in the next
generation of fusion experiments.

This paper describes the program at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) to develop and test
feedthroughs for present-day and future fusion applications.

•Research sponsored by Ihe Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. DepartiraaK
of Energy, under Contra,:! No. DE-AC05-S4OK2I400 with Martin
Mjrictu Energy Systems. Inc.

"McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company. Consultant :o Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

A feedthrough development program has been under way at
the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory for a number of
years.* Their efforts have led to the successful development
of a high-power feedthrough used in the ICRF heating
experiments on the Princeton Large Torus (PLT). Tbe FL~"
feedthrough uses a conical ceramic barrier between innc.
and outer coaxial conductors. The conductors are shaped
primarily to reduce the component of the electric field along
the surface of the ceramic. The present paper describes an
alternative concept that uses a cylindrical ceramic barrier
brazed between tapered inner and outer coaxia! conductors.
In this configuration, the electric field along the ceramic
surface can also be nude quite small. In addition, care bos
been token to maintain a constant characteristic impedascs
along tne length of the feedthrough by proper adjustment of
the tapered angles of the conductors. This feature rainioiUEs
the insertion-volUge-standing-wave ratio (IVSWR) and
eliminates internal reflections. The design affords the use of
relatively simple fabrication techniques, and it can be easily
adapted to long-pulse or continuous wave (cw) use.

FEEDTHROUGH CONCEPT

A simplified schematic of the feedthrough concept r.
shown in Fig. I. Contours of constant potential have been
superimposed on the figure.5 In this case, the ceramic bar-
rier is much longer than its diameter. This permits the con-
struction of very gradual tapers on the :nner and outer con-
ductors, which in turn produces potential contours that are
nearly parallel to the surface of the ceramic The electric
field (tfy) is consequently nearly perpendicular to the sur-
face of the ceramic. The possibility of surface breakdown
can thereby be substantially reduced or eliminated alto-
gether.

A constant characteristic impedance results from ihe use
of the straight lapers on inner and outer conductors. The
value of the characteristic impedance for tapered linis is
found approximately from
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FIG. I. ORNL fesdthrougb concept.

where Lt is the 'w.. eta: -'- pc; unit length, Cj is the capaci-
tance per unit lony.', and ?j a 1 0t are the angles made by
the outer and inner conduces, respectively, relative to the
axis of the feedthrougi.. Ti. s feature is particularly impor-
tant for antennas tr \t place the impedance-matching com-
ponents inside .. •= scuuir. system in an integrated fashion
with the antcn - redialing zmzr.t. Examples of such anten-
nas include the resonant dc.^e l«;p,6 now being developed
at ORNL, and the U-slot antenna,1 proposed by ihe
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company. In these cases.
the vacuum feedthrough is placed at the impedance-matched
input (usually 50 ohms) to the antenna system where
reflected power has been minimized. In this position it is
important that the characteristic impedance of the
feedthrough closely match the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line to which it is connected, in order to
minimize the IVSWR. Ths IVSWR of a feedthrough that is
short compared to a wavelength is given approximately by

S, =
a+ b
a - b

(2)

= 4 + \fit

with a - 2T/A. I the feedthrough electrical length, Z the
fedthrough's characteristic impedance, and Zo the charac-
teristic impedance of the transmission line. As an example,
for a feedthrough that has a characteristic impedance of 100
ohm, has a line length of A/4?, and is connected to SO-ohm
transmission line terminating in 50 ohms, the IVSWR is
approximately 1.9. Peak power handling for the transmission
system would be reduced by a factor of 1.9 unless additional
matching equipment were used to compensate for the
feedthrough mismatch. A SO-ohm feedthrough. on the othi.
hand, wouid not degrade transmission performance in this
situation.

Under normal operating conditions voltage and current at
the impedance-matched point are modest even for power
levels on the order of a megawatt (V =» 10 kV, I =* 200 A
at I MW). Feedthroughs placed at this point, however, will
still need to be designed for much higher voltages and
currents in order to handle occasional accidents or fault con-
ditions that could result in large mismatches.

PRELIMINARY TESTING

A test of the general concept was performed using the
feedthrough diagrammed in Fig. 2. For this test version of
the feedthrough, input and output connections are 3V» in.
The large diameter portion of the fecdlhrough has a 9-in.
inside diameter. The water jacket shown in Fig. 2 was not
used in the tests described here. Analysis of potential coo-
tours indicates that the wave fields are directed at approxi-
mately » 45* angle to the surface of the ceramic. The
impedance of the feedthrough has been designed to be close
to 50 ohms. Constancy of impedance has not been optim-
ized for this test. The measured IVSWR is less than 1.15:1
for frequencies below about 400 MHz.

High-voltage rf testing was accomplished using the experi-
mental apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 3. Basically,
(he feedthrough is placed at the end of a section of coaxial
transmission line that is somewhat greater than X/4. The
feedthrough is left open circuited at the end cf this iine sec-
tion so thai the input impedance is inductive. A capzeitive
tuning circuit impedance matches this inductance and the
small equivalent resistance of the transmission line to a
50-ohm coaxial transmission line. A transmitter capable of
100 kW of cw operation over the frequency range 3 to
30 MHz drives the circuitry. The capavitive tuner is capable
of impedance matching over the frequency range 20 to 30
MHz. Because of the X/4 transformer sectioa, high voltages
are produced at the feediSirough end, whereas iow voiuges
are maintained at the capacitive tuner. Voltages expected at
the feedthrough can be estimated from

(3*
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where P is the forward power and R is the equivalent series
resistance per unit length within the A/4 transformer sec-
tion. In practice, the A/4 section is made of aluminum so
that the equivalent series resistance Rg at its input (/?-£) is
approximately equal to that of the parallel capacitor (Rt =
0.02 ohms) so that half of the power from the transmitter is
dissipated in the capacitor and half in the transformer sec-
tion. From Eq. (3), at a frequency of 25 MHz and for 8 =
A/4 = 300 cm, Zo " 50 ohms, and R =» 7.5 X IO~5

H/cm. we find V2 = 4.4 X !35 P. For enample, to produce
100 kV at the feedthrough under these circumstances
requires approximately 23 kW into the transformer section
or 46 ktV into the capacitive tuner. These estimates are
within a few percent of what was measured experimentally.

In the tests, a calibrated capacitive voltage probe was
used to monitor the voltage at the feedthrough, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 3. Forward power into the tuning cir-
cuit was monitored using a directional coupler (also shown
in Fig. 3). Drive power to the transmitter could be cut eff
m J few microseconds using an electronic attenuator in the
drive circuitry. The attenuator was triggered on detection of
excessive reflected power u> protect components in the event
of un arc.

The feedthrough was conditioned by repeatedly breaking
down the feedthrough in vacuum using short, l-ms pulses.
After approximately 20 to 100 pulses, voltage standoff on

the vacuum side increased by at 'cast a factor of 2. Break-
down principally on the pressurized side of the feedthrough
•vuuld occur after conditioning. With 20 psig of SF6 on the
pressurized side of the feedthrough, the following results
were obtained:

Pulse length
is)

Breakdown iimit
(kV)

0.001
O.I
5.0

120
100
70

Subsequent to the preliminary tests described here, the
feedthrough was adapted for use on the TEXTOR tokarcak
at the Institute for Plasma Physics, KFA. Jillich, Germany.
The adaptation consisted principally of adding transition
parts to mate with their connectors. To date, 130 kW has
been applied to their antenna in vacuum using this non-
optimized feedihrough. With plasma, 500 kW has been
applied successfully with 1-s pulses.

TEXTOR FEEDTHROLGH UPGRADE

A larger, more carefully designed feedthrough using ine
concept just described is currently being fabricated for use
on TEXTOR. A diagram of this feedthrough is shown in
Fig. 4. In this case input and output connections have 8-in.
outer conductors. Water cooling is provided along Ihe full
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FIG. 4. Water-cooled feedthrough design for the TEXTOR tokamak.



length of the inner conductor, bm only the narrow portion of
the outer conductor is water cooled. Potential contours
superimposed on Fig. 4 are evenly spaced at reasonable
intervals with no cl.ctrical stress concentrations. Wave elec-
tric fields are more nearly perpendicular to the ceramic sur-
faces than was the case Tor the lest Fcedthrough described in
the last section. Much more care has been taken to maintain
a constant characteristic impcu.mcc along the structure.
Computer analysis indicates an IVSWR below 1.01:1 far
frequencies below 200 MHz.

The ceramic in this case is a 94% pure AI1O3 brazed at
each end to machined niobium rings. The rings arc
sandwiched between flanged parts on the inner and outer
conductors. Metal O-ring vacuum ssals are formed at the
niobium rings. The whole structure can be easily disassem-
bled for inspection or repair.

Testing similar to that described in the last section will be
performed for this feedthrough except that pulse lengths will
be extended. High-current testing will be performed in addi-
tion to high-voltage testing.

CW FEEDTHROUCHS

The ultimate goal of the OR.NL feedthrough program is
to develop a feedthrough > upable of cw operation. An
integral part of this program is the construction of a cw test-
ing facility to qualify candidate feedthroughs. Preliminary
work has been performed to design the cw. fcedthrough.
Currently, the tapered conductor/cylindrical ceramic con-
cept is being considered. For this application a standard
9-in. coax connection is used that tapers down to 3.9-in.
coax at the narrow end of the taper. The basic problem in
the design is devising an efficient cooling system for the con-
ductors and the ceramic vacuum barrier. Finite-element,
thermal stress analysis of the feedthrough will determine in
detail the effectiveness of the cooling system.

Preliminary estimates of overall cooling requirements have
been obtained analytically. Total power dissipated in the
tapered metal surfaces is given approximately by

(4)

where ti, is the surface resistivity, d\ and d$ arc the
diameters of the large and small ends, respectively, and B is
the taper length. A reasonable design requirement for
current in the fcedthrough is / = 2000 A at 100 MHz. For
copper surfaces, this translates into 2680 W absorbed by the
outer conductor and 6190 W absorbed by the inner conduc-
tor. To carry away the heal, only 1-2 gal/min are required.
Surface power density never exceeds 12 W/cm2, implying
only modest thermal transfer rales are required over all por-
tions of the conductors.

Power absorbed within the ceramic can be estimated from

1
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where V is the ceramic volume, ir is the relative didtiinc
constant of the cerjmic, and Ian i is the toss tangent. Trss
field within the ceramic. £0, can be estimated frcm

V 46)

where V is the voltage across :he conductors and t\ and i;
represent the thickness of the ceramic and the vacuum gap,
respectively. A reasonable design requirement for the
feedthrough voltage capability is V =* 100 kV. This
translates into £Q — 4770 V/cm for a ceramic 0.5 crrj thick
and a vacuum gap of 2.3 cm. For a ceramic 15 cm lc-g. the
total power absorbed will then be approximately 567 W.

If no active cooling is provided for the ceramic, an upper
bound on its ultimate temperature can be estimated by
assuming the temperature is dictated onlv by attainment of
radiative equilibrium with the outer conductor. An approxi-
mate expression for the temperature reached in this situation
is given by

— - I +
(7)

where q is the power absorbed in the ceramic from the
incident rf power; a is a constant equal lo 2.4 X 10" Io

W/cm;/(K)4; <?j and e2
 a r e t n e emittanccs of the ceramic

and copper outer conductor, respectively; A\ and .-I* are the
areas of the ceramic and outer conductor, respectively; and
7"2 is the temperature of the outer conductor. For our exem-
plary cw feedthrough »e find that ihc equilibrium tempera-
ture reached by the ceramic is on the order of 200°C if the
outer conductoi temperature can be maintained near room
temperature.

Only a small amount of active cooling is required to bring
the temperature of the ceramic down considerably. If one
surface of the ceramic were cooled and if we assume, as a
worst case, that all of the power in the ceramic is absorbed
on the opposite surface, the temperature drop across the
thickness of the ceramic would be given by

IT • IS)2LL

Pc ~ a-f /*0«r tan iF. fi (5)

where k is the thermal conductivity. For an alumina ceramic
with k = 0.18 W/cm/K. we find .17" =. 3.5°C. For a water
flow over the ceramic surface of only 0,2 gal/min, the
ceramic temperature will remain below — 14CC.

Il is anticipated at the present time thai water cooling of
the ceramic will eventually be used. This will be done not
just to carry away heat from power absorption at ion cyclo-
tron frequencies but also to prevent heating of the ceramic
by higher frequency microwaves coupled from other wave
heating systems used or. the fusion device. For example, o<.
mullimcgav.jtt lower hybrid current drive/healing and elec-
tron cyclotron heating may be used in fusion devices. Thcie



schemes occur at multiple gigahertz frequencies. Al these
frequencies, strong absorption can occur in ceramics. Water,
being a strong absorber of microwaves, can be used not only
to cool the ceramic but also to prevent the formation of
microwave standing waves within the ceramic. Water cool-
ing can be easily introduced by using concentric ceramic
cylinders with a small coolant passage between the cylinders.
Use of high-purity aluminas can also help to reduce the
microwave power absorption within the ceramic.
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